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Peters Prattling
February AGM Meeting
Perhaps not entirely unexpected but we have been requested to move the meeting in February as the church have an
nd
event on our usual date. I therefore suggested we will meet on Monday 22 February 2016 instead. Hope this is OK with
everyone.

ScaleModelWorld 2015
A pretty good turn out from the club members, thanks to Bob Lawrence for his models, the German S-Boat certainly
garnered a lot of attention, Bob Plumridge, Bob Smith & Phil Worth for helping man the stand over the weekend, all
appreciated.

The time did seem to disappear in a blur, especially the Saturday, for Robin & I it is quite a long day as we set out from
home @ 5:00 in the morning to arrive at the show for doors open @ 8:00. As the show closes @ 6:00pm it can seem like a
real drag from about 4:00pm onwards but this year it didn’t for some reason, not sure why though.
nd

Airfix made some more new kit announcements for 2016, basically a new 1/72 scale Victor B.2 (to compliment the other 2
th
V-bombers), a new 1/48 Ju-87 and a few modifications to other newly tooled aircraft a late mark Beaufighter TF.X with the
“thimble” nose and a Martlet IV (based on the F4F Wildcat although there are some grumblings on the Internet forums that
the test shots seen at Telford won’t give this version it looked more like a Mk.II Martlet).
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Pocketbond were also showing the to be released HMS Hood

In the Club/SIG leaders briefing Paul Regan gave notice that the 2018 special theme will be “100 Years of the RAF”.
My haul of kits was fairly lenient compared to some years, although I did manage to bag a couple more Egg Planes from
“Models For Sale” @ £3 each and thus had to buy a cockpit upgrade set for the F-16 from “Retrokit” to improve it. A further
order of some Aggressor decals from Hannants should liven up the kit markings.

Forthcoming Shows in 2015/2016
Shows with highlight have been booked for us to attend. If you wish to attend any of the shows with the club stand please
let me know so I can attempt to book space for the club.

2015
November 22

nd

(Sunday)

th

December 6 (Sunday)

Aircraft Enthusiast Fair and Model Show, Museum of Army Flying, Middle Wallop,
Hampshire, SO20 8DY
London Model Show, Islington

2016
th

th

January15 –17
(Friday – Sunday)
th

February 6 (Saturday)

London Model Engineering Exhibition, Alexandra Palace, London
North Surrey Military Modelling Group, Annual Open Day & Competition, Carshalton
Beeches Baptist Church, Banstead Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3NL
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th

th

March19 & 20
(Saturday & Sunday)
th
April 24 (Sunday)
th
May 14 (Saturday)
th
May 28 (Saturday)
th

June 19 (Sunday)
th

ModelKraft 2016, Milton Keynes, Stantonbury Leisure Centre.
Southdowns, The Parish Hall, South Street, Lancing, West Sussex BN15 8AJ
Torbay Military Modelling Show, Torquay Town Hall
MAFVA Nationals 2016, The Burgess Hall, Westwood Rd, Saint Ives, Cambridgeshire,
PE27 6WU

th

September 17 & 18
(Saturday & Sunday)
th
September 18 (Sunday)
th
September 25 (Sunday)
th
th
November12 & 13
(Saturday & Sunday)

Peter

Southern Expo

Maquette Club Opale, Complexe Sportif, Rue de la Mairie, Frethun (near Calais)
Wings & Things 2016, Fenland & Spalding, Spalding High School, Spalding, Lincs.
St Ives (Brampton) show, Burgess Civil Hall, St Ives, Cambs.
Scale ModelWorld 2016, Telford International Centre, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 4JH

Robins Ruminations

The trip to Telford started for me at the um-Godly hour of 04:00, ugh!!! Still after a shower, shave, cup of tea and a bowl of
cornflakes I was feeling a lot more human. Peter and I had already taped our model boxes together and covered them
ready for the forecast bad weather on Saturday morning. We had loaded the car for a fast getaway on the Friday evening
with most of our gear for the show, it kept us from getting wet on Saturday morning as well as an extra quarter of an hour in
bed each. The run to Telford was slower than normal due to the miles of “road works” and “warning signs” that were
encountered, however we were still there in plenty of time to join the queue in the car park to get our wristbands to enable
us to get in the show. After a couple of runs to the car we went for a quick wander around before setting out some of or
models, thank you also to Rob Smith, Wally and Bob Lawrence for adding some models to the stand.
I was soon parted from some of my money for a small LED light that I can use at shows or read a book without disturbing
Adele in bed at night, well worth the investment. The hands of my watch then seemed to unwind at double time as before I
had had a chance to look at the competition entries or the kit swap the tannoy was announcing the shows closure, did I
have a snooze on the stand or was it that I was being stopped by a lot of the Expo traders for a chat? I know that I only
came away with a single, normal carrier bag of goodies to be fondled and drooled over in the hotel room.
Peter and I then wandered into the food precinct in Telford and choose a Mexican restaurant and that’s where the
entertainment began, for me at least. We were seated fairly close to the cooking area and I could see into the kitchen, the
waitress took the orders and the cooks prepare the meals, simple, or it should be. The cooks seemed to be changing the
order in which they cooked the food so that they did all one type of food at once on the hotplates and grill, unfortunately of
course the meals weren’t ordered that way which led to a few customers walking out unserved or complaining that parts of
the meals were coming up cold, not good. I had a grandstand view of the waitresses, cooks, under-manager and the
manager all squabbling about who was to blame and trying to get all the meals out at the same time, somehow I wasn’t
surprised as it was Telford after all. By some strange twist of fate our meals came up complete, all hot but a little slow but
we were in no hurry thankfully. Next year I somehow don’t think we’ll be going back there, your luck only holds so far.
After a good night’s sleep and a leisurely large breakfast we wandered over to the venue and time again began to go a
double time, I seemed to be running around chasing my tail instead of the gentle wandering that I have always done on the
Sunday in previous years. Peter and I were told by Larissa that Kit Rescue were ceasing trading with immediate effect and
all stock must go, so we had a bit of a rummage and picked out a couple of items that interested us for bargain prices. I
picked-up a civil aircraft just for a change and a kit of the HMS Ark Royal, latest version, for £15 the pair. I then
remembered that Tom’s Modelworks were in the hall sell some of their products but also the remaining White Ensign stock,
I wandered over and asked if they had a set for the Invincible class of carriers. They did and after a quick rummage through
the boxes out came the set, it was very large but I soon found out why, it contains enough etch to complete three ships in
the different configurations. I also purchased a set for the RMS Queen Elizabeth that also fits the Revell RMS Queen Mary,
my favourite ship of all time, I couldn’t resist it. I said to the woman serving me that I thought that this was going to be one
of their best sellers but was only met by a quizzical look. I had been earlier talking to them and they were in the process of
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relocating home and business to California, I said that as the Queen Mary was berthed at Long Beach I thought it would be
a good seller. The lady apparently didn’t even know the ship still existed!
th

th

After a couple of more purchases including the new 1/144 Beaufighter from Mark 1, two 1/144 scale kits of a Spad, and a
th
1/48 model of a Beech Expeditor. While passing Kit Rescues well picked over stand I noticed a model of the HMS
Invincible, well with all that brass going begging I just had to have it. It was now the normal rushed pack-up before the
centre put the lights down and after a couple of runs to the car we were ready to go. Both of us remarked in the car on the
way home that we never got to see the kit swap or competition and how fast the weekend seemed to go this year. I enjoyed
the nationals more this year than any other, whether that’s because it went so quickly or I simply wasn’t looking for much I
don’t know but I can recommend the show as an experience to all the club members.
Well gentlemen, that’s it from me this month as I have been kept fairly busy on the domestic front unfortunately and so the
article is shorted than normal, thankfully I can hear you all saying!

My “official hat” is now on…..
Tonight is the next instalment of this year’s round of competitions; enjoy the evening and good luck gentlemen.

Robin

Deranged of Dagenham
Model Show in Colchester – Who Knew? (Who cares?)
Thought I’d go to Norex Hobby Show 2015 so set out to arrive at about 10.00 found the place and managed to park.
Now it would be easy to be negative about the show but I’ll try not to make comments like “I’ve been in bigger telephone
boxes than the hall” “They had a magnificent display of 1:1 scale knitted toys” But I will resist the easy option. It was a
brave attempt. I’ll even forgo the comment about “Full size vehicles on display” being a lonely Triumph Motor bike (anyone
see how this is going?)
Chelmsford club were there and I spent some time with Bob and Jim and later Wally and his good Lady turned up and
there were a couple of Traders and Locomotive (see how I resisted the word ‘LOCO’ ) displays.
Not sure if this show will go anywhere but it got me out of the house.
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Anyone got a cat to swing

Resisted the charms of the dolls

Allen

Wrighty’s “References”
WrySpy Apology
We are sorry we had insufficient time to provide details of UH3 (Unknown Heroes) this month as promised but excessive
workload is responsible for this, “What?” you may cry, but please be aware of what we have to cover :1.
2.
3.
4.

What’s going on in Turkey; suicide bombers in market places?
Where is the latest landing place boat people are landing?
Where the Taliban are back in action against the “Yanks” in Afghanistan (no British assistance yet)?
Russia is not sure where to drop their bombs, not sure if they are meant for IS or Syrian rebels trying to keep the
President in power.
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5. All the troubles some refugees and the asylum seekers charging across Europe, Hungary, Rumania and Austria to
name but a few on their way to Germany will be welcomed by Aunty Angela
6. Then there’s good old England who can’t decide what they want to do to help. Don’t worry if the number accepted
is cut by our Government our good friends in France would like some thanks, look how many they dump on
England’s doorstep.
7.

WrySpy & Air Crashes
If you’re not keen on aircraft you may find this time consuming and a waste of space in Sticky
Fingers, but hold on a moment we have had a crash a month since April 2015, surely something
newsworthy to say the least.
However if none of the above ring your bell, we have had one dumped right on our doorstep (the
Chigwell crash) in it’s so close to home you can probably see it from your bedroom window.
th
Nobody has contacted WrySpy as yet (Oct 17 ). So I’ll repeat the known situation and our opinion.
The aircraft was a Beechcraft King Air 200 belonging to London Executive Aviation (LEA). On a
flight from Stapleford Airfield to an unrecorded destination piloted by Rob Bull a very popular and experienced pilot recently
made a Captain who was accompanied by just Officer Frances Simmons from Luton, both men were described as a highly
experienced pilots by an LEA spokesperson.
Plenty of information but the wrong type, nobody seems to know what happened, both men were killed in the crash at
Chigwell only 5 miles from the airfield, luckily for people in the well populated area they were lucky it ended on agricultural
land and not their upmarket houses.
Still enough of that, let’s look at the evidence and see what we can come up with. First the aircraft only flew 5 miles, why?
Where was it going? Nobody knows or don’t want the public to know. Why with only 2 pilots on-board, seems to suggest it
was a local flight due to return to Stapleford? But why, no-one seems to know! Well it normally carried executive
passengers, but the 8 seats were unoccupied. We now have a situation where 2 experienced pilots took off for a spin
locally? Why? Possibly a repair had been made on the engines and needed testing? Or a failure of a replacement part
rd
(e.g. a fuel pump). We have a date 3 October, but no time of departure or expected return. Is this because Saturday is a
busy day and the good people of Chigwell might create a fuss that their community was in danger? Well there you have a
lot of questions and no answers, get the answers and you might solve the riddle of the Chigwell crash.

They just won’t leave us alone, the stream of crashed aircraft, see attached article from the newspaper. Tell us what went
wrong, this time it’s British Airways (although run by the franchised company Comair might be better named Conair) that is
the culprit and once again it’s Boeing who built the plane, a type 737/400 carrying 100 passengers and crew, what a
shambles for all and sundry to see, the crash occurred at Johannesburg’s Oliver Tambo Airport. The reason is a bit like us
modellers; plonk down one of our models too hard and the plastic undercarriage or a wing usually break off. We say “why
didn’t I get a white metal set from somebody like Sprues Brothers and this wouldn’t have happened?” So on advice “scale
up” the above and get some tungsten steel sets of undercarriage parts instead of an economy set. If that doesn’t work try a
gentler pilot kissing their babies goodbye and as Ronnie Barker would say “It’s goodbye from him and us”
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We told you so in April SF131
Our first report on crashed aircraft MH17 has
been confirmed by Dutch authorities in
October. We enclose newspaper copy of
what happened when the airliner was shot
down over Ukraine territory by Russian
backed rebels with a Buk ground to air missile
fired from a carrier truck (photo in April 2015
Sticky Fingers, No. 131). See also the node
of the Boeing B-777 serial MH17 where the
missile struck, see for yourself it doesn’t need
much working out, it was a direct hit as we @
WrySpy said.
Look back to May Sticky
Fingers and see the restricted photos, as it
says, we told you so in April. Still nobody yet
has taken the blame for routing MH17 over a
warzone, that won’t go down well with the
passengers relatives hear it when the report is
published next year.

Alan

